Out There
Narration 9
It was with tremendous sadness that Jade left Planet Kyrios. She
desperately wanted to stay there herself but she felt a tremendous
responsibility to return to planet Earth. No matter how terrible things had
become, she took heart from Kyrios that nothing is ever completely beyond
hope. The journey back to Earth was long, even with the spaceship’s
hyperspeed mode. Three weeks later, Jade saw her world in the distance. It
looked so beautiful, like a marble hanging in space and yet there was no hint
of the real difficulties below.
Jade touched down in wasteland not too far from her home. Her family were
staggered to see her because they thought she had been lost forever. They
told her that when she had stolen the spaceship, cousin Michael had gone
into hiding for fear of what Zachary might do to him. What Jade did not know
was that Michael had gathered many friends and followers who were
opposed to Zachary’s dictatorship. Jade met with them at The Secret Place
and told them of her journey. They told her of their plans for a rebellion.
“I’m with you all the way!” said Jade.
The rebels gathered at the edge of the city. Hundreds of people came to join
them but this would never be enough against Zachary’s huge army.
Michael’s crazy plan was to storm the Dictator’s citadel and gain control of
the computer network but how could this happen against such forces? As
they moved forward, more and more people joined them … but, in the sky,
strange lights were appearing. They seemed to be getting closer. Was this
one of Zachary’s new weapons of mass destruction?
“Don’t be afraid of anything”, said Michael. “We have lived life for so long
under a cloud of darkness that even death is worth the risk. Let’s fight for
what we believe in!”
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